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Manual loadsheet a320

This is a legal requirement and essential for the safety and integrity of the aircraft, that it is loaded in such a way that the specified maximum permissible scales are not exceeded and that the loaded centre of gravity remains in the authorised flight envelope and remains so throughout the intended flight time. If these conditions are met, it is
equally important that the flight crew be aware of the dominant weight and centre of gravity so that they can appropriately put the aircraft equipment in place; these include take-off reference speeds, trim/valve position and pitch trim or stabilizer. This is essential to ensure that the aircraft achieves the published certified flight capability and
that the aircraft retains the expected stability and control characteristics. It is also very important that aircraft baggage and freight transport comply with restrictions on the transport of dangerous goods. Loading procedures It is important that the dispatcher or other official responsibility for supervising the loading of the aircraft correctly
specifies the loading requirement correctly and that it has a reliable method by which it can be satisfied that its instructions have been complied with as requested. While state-of-the-art automated systems can determine passenger seating and load disposition, effective procedures and compliance are the only way to ensure that the
commander is actually assigned and passed on. The charging specification of the tamber chamber is usually achieved by the charging instructions (LIF). The LIF shall be provided to the burden holder who certifies that it has been completed and shall return it to the issuer as proof that the work has been completed. The completed load
and trim sheet shall then be given to the commander. The human inspector shall also have a reliable means of confirming that the rules on dangerous goods are complied with when loading dangerous goods and that the commander of the aircraft shall issue a notoc notification and duly sign it. The notoc original shall be retained on board
by the pilot-in-chief of the aircraft and the copy shall be kept at the starting point. The human supervisor must also confirm that all special requirements for the starlings of unusual objects or in the cabin have been met. Fuel loading and distribution Many swept wing jet transport aircraft use fuel distribution to optimize the center of gravity
on the cruise to reduce fuel combustion. This is achieved by holding the C G towards the stern limits of the envelope using the outboard wing, stern body or horizontal stabilizer fuel tanks. The pilot-in-pilot shall be responsible for ensuring that the fuel load is properly distributed before take-off and is reflected on the load/trim sheet and kept
within the limits prescribed for the rest of the flight. Load and trim sheets Traditional method of trimming load and compliance comes from if all cargo and trim sheets are completed manually on the specific forms designed for use with each aircraft type and this is as follows: the completed document shall be submitted to the
commander,the commander shall be required to verify that it is internally consistent, checking some simple intermediate checks on the gross errors of input and calculated output data, and, if the cross-check is satisfactory, the commander officially accepts the cargo and trim sheet on at least two copies, one of which shall be retained by
the source agent and the other by the flight crew. The PROCESS of THE DCS (Departure Control Systems) is slightly different because only input data needs to be verified and the completed document may not be signed by the submitting representative because it may not have been part of its preparation. In both cases, however, the
adoption of the seemingly correct cargo and trim sheet does not guarantee that the aircraft is necessarily loaded, as indicated. Example of a load sheet - in this case, the aircraft is citation X for exit control system (DCS) Most load and trim sheets used today in commercial air transport of multi-crew aircraft are produced by contract
handling agents who enter flight-specific data into the discounted system discounted into the property. A number of commercial DCS products are available. Some of them operate for their own use by large carriers and then work to create external user activities. Other similar dispersants shall be operated independently of a particular air
carrier. Where a discounted value system is used, the personnel of the aircraft operator or the contract operators may carry out electronic generation of data entry and cargo and trim sheet in the regional centre and print them together with the corresponding soils. Note that DCS only provides output data that is equally accurate as inputs,
so it is important to avoid input errors. Manual load sheets for manual load sheets shall include the calculation of the maximum bevelled mass (MRW), MTOW and MLW pro forma, while the centre of gravity is located, indicating the required aircraft working weight (vertical scale) on the drop line located on the scale of the index of the
centre of gravity forming the horizontal axis. If the position found is located in the areas indicated as an envelope for the authorised safe flight (and remains in a safe area as the fuel is reduced to the intended landing mass), it is possible to land as cargo. Manual preparation of the weights and trim sheets, which were used as normal, but is
now so rare that it can be difficult to recall the necessary method for both ground staff and flight crew. Many younger pilots have rarely or never prepared or checked manual cargo and trim sheet; this ignorance significantly increases the risk of undetectable errors with significant consequences. It is good practice to fill out a manual loading
sheet once a month to develop and maintain the skill against the first day. at short notice. The licences of the commanders and the approval of the trim sheets Shall be given a copy of the full cargo and trim sheet of the flight and shall be checked and signed by the commander, leaving a copy of the starting point. The pilot-in-pilot shall
accept that the aircraft has been loaded according to the loading of the aircraft. In the case of loading of the passenger compartment, a member of the senior cabin crew usually confirms the number of passengers who are actually on board after boarding has been completed by the number of staff. The generation of electronic air bag
cargo and trim data for some flights, especially but not only for cargo flights, the flight crew shall have an electronic flight bag (EFB) which they use to calculate aircraft flight data, taking into account the completed load and trim sheet. They also use EFB to make load and trim calculations themselves, so when it is verified, all that is
required is to copy to leave the agent as the starting point. It is clear that it is important that a strict cross-checking process be 3ed in the preparation of such documents in order to avoid input errors. Cross-checking does not just mean repeating the numbers selected/submitted, but also that they make sense to the actual situation. the
temporary and final cargo sheets and the communication system offered by ACARS (aircraft utilities handling and reporting system) have enabled aircraft commanders to be given substantially complete and correct loading documents with a temporary status sufficient time before std; minor changes (also known as last minute changes -
LMC) can be created when the aircraft leaves the gate for adoption at any time before take-off. Last-minute changes (LMC) regulation It is often necessary to correct the loadsheet after completion. These adjustments are called last-minute changes ( the LMC process is a way to insert a final manual or an electronically produced cargo list
for delayed changes/updates without the need to modify the main body or prepare a new document. The LMC Guide is made available by the UK CAA: CAP 1008 Last Minute Changes (LMC). The increase or modification of the LMC shall not exceed the permissible underload calculation (underload is the weight that is still available until
the first maximum weight bounded is achieved). maximum mass and balance limits for fuel, take-off or landing limits for any demarcated area used Is the maximum permissible change in the number of passengers or landing loads as lmc to be determined for each aircraft type in the operator's operations manual. Operators must also
specify a similar rule to change the balance condition, which is defined in index units. If fuel quantities and/or locations are changed, consideration should be given and should be fully recalculated and new documentation should be drawn up, as the condition of the aircraft mass and balance is essential. However, some operators may
allow fuel lmcs in smaller quantities, so fuel mass and index data must be made available and checked. If lmc is carried out after the mass and balance documentation has been completed, the master shall be drawn to the master and clearly included in the documentation. The master should change the weight and balance, but it is
important that it is included in the copy stored at the starting point. Risks arising from the loading of the aircraft The primary risks arise from the aircraft being set up with incorrect feeds, trim and/or take-off speeds for take-off. This can occur in one of three ways: the aircraft is not loaded as indicated on the approved load and on the trim
sheet (applicable to any load sheet type). The hold is not properly pinned or contains disabled or incorrectly packed items. Actual loading of an aircraft or incorrect use of correct load-related data in aircraft systems can seriously affect aircraft performance, stability and control. The loss of air traffic control may occur during or after the take-
off test because: the operation of the (usually unintentional) aircraft outside the AFM limits of the flight manual or the flight crew activity to control the aircraft is inefficient as the aircraft is unable to achieve the expected flight result, regardless of whether it is due to manually selected or FMS-generated safety speed in the asside (e.g. Vr) or
selected engine thrust parameters. One possible consequence of the loading or data entry error is the tailstrike at take-off. This usually leads to the dumping of fuel and back to the launch aerodrome, without pressuring the cabin and not career-enhancing for any pilot, even the rescue team. Even more serious, the Runway Excursion has
been a regular result of errors in both of these types in the past, whether the withdrawn start has been tried. In view of the error in loading, the transmission of erroneous weight and balance indicators, if derived, the input of erroneous data into aircraft control systems or as-type as-type speed errors, both pilots should always perform gross
error checks. Seniority does not infiltrate the infallibility of data entry! Among other checks, it is important to confirm that the zero mass of the fuel is reasonable and then that the starting weight indicated is as expected. For more detailed discussion on hold and cabin loading issues, see Loading of Aircraft Holds and Passenger Cabin
Loading also have links to reports on the examination of specific results resulting from the mis-calculation or application of the data. Accidents and incidents The following events included the loading of the aircraft as a factor: A306, Paris CDG France, 1997 (30 July 1997, Airbus A300-600 operated by Emirates Airline, departed in daylight
on a scheduled flight from Charles de Gaulle in Paris, when, when the aircraft accelerated 40 knots during the take-off roll, it rose up and its tail touched the area violently. The crew gave up takeoff and returned to the parking lot. The tail of the plane was damaged by a runway collision when the plane was erected.) A332, Sydney Australia
2009 (July 4, 2009, an Airbus A332 operated by Jetstar Airways scheduled to fly from Sydney to Melbourne through a 750 kg ULD that was explicitly rejected by the aircraft commander during a loading operation without flight crew awareness. No impact on aircraft handling was observed during the flight.) A333, Sydney Australia, 2017
(December 10, 2017, after completing an Airbus A330-300 passenger flight from Sydney to Bejing, it was discovered that cargo loading had not been properly documented on the load and trim sheet presented to and accepted by the captain, and as a result the aircraft had exceeded its certified mtow departure. The investigation found
that the congestion detection was not immediately reported or the significance of its safety was assessed as originating from verbal communication related to loading and noted that the aircraft operator has since made a number of improvements to its cargo loading procedures.) AT76, Dublin Ireland, 2015 (July 23, 2015, the ATR72-600
crew suspected that their plane was unduly tail-heavy during flight. After the flight, they found that all the passengers' luggage had been loaded into the aft rod, while the cargo sheet showed that it was all in the forward cargo. The investigation found that the person responsible for loading under a specified procedure did not do so and that
this error was not detected by the supervising officer who confirmed the cargo sheet submitted to the commander. The operator found that similar charging errors, even though all of them were corrected before the flight, are not unusual.) AT76, en route, south-west of Sydney from Australia, 2014 (February 20, 2014, THE ATR 72-600
team misjudged its response to the proposed airspeed control, while using VS mode on descent to Sydney and an upset that involved the opposite control inputs from the pilots, caused the lift to disconnect. A senior cabin attendant suffered serious injuries. Once the inspection was restored, the flight was conducted without further event.
The post-flight inspection did not reveal any damage to the aircraft, which exceeded the limited and final load of the stabilisers, and the aircraft remained in service for a further five days until it was grounded both horizontal and vertical stabilisers.) ... additional results Related Articles Reading Reading
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